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KNOWLEDGE BASED SYSTEM DESIGN

Paper-MTCE-70I_A
Timeallowed: 3hoursJ [Maximum marks: 100
Note : Attempt any jive questions in all. All questions

carry equal marks.
1. (a) Consider the following: 10

If I look into the sky and I am alert then either I
will see the flying saucer or if am not alert then I
wiIInot see the flying saucer.
Convert it into logical forms and checkwhether it
represents tautology.

(b) Write a prolog program to solve quadratic
equation. 10

2. (a) Convert the following statement into Predicate
logic form. 10
(i) EverybodylovesVidhi'sgrandmother.
(ii) Everynaturalnumberis the sumof twonatural

numbers.
(iii) Somenatural numbers are prime.
(iv) Everyone loveshis sibling.

(b) Are the following arguments valid? Prove using
semantic tableau. 10
"If the violinist plays the concerto, then crowds
wiII come if the prices are not too high. If the
violinist plays the concerto, the prices will not be
too high. Therefore, if the violinist plays the
concerto, crowdswiIIcome".
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3. (a) \Vhat is Semantic Net? Draw semantic net for

woodenchair. 10
(b) What are thematic role frames? Express the

followingsentencesof informationusing frames:
10

(i) Amanwentto the theaterwithRajiv usingcar.
(ii) Diyabrought flower forAjay.

4. (a) Explain architecture of knowledge based system
in detail. 10

(b) What is partition Net? Show partitioned net for
the following set of statements: 10
(i) Some teachers are carrying a register.
(ii) An teachers are carrying a pen.

S. Write note on the following:. 20
(a) UninformedSearch
(b) A*search algorithm

6. (a) Write the AO* algorithm. Discuss various steps
with example. 10

(b) Write the various steps of Breadth First Search
algorithm in detail.Give suitable example. 10

7. (a) What is an Expert System?Draw the architecture
of an expert systemand explain its components.

10

(b) Discussvarious components and types of agents.
10

8. Write short note on following: 20
(a) BayesTheorem
(b) Dempster ShaferTheory
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